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CmPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the problem* Of what significance was the
Bible in the life and work of each missionary concerning the
following:
How did the Word of truth shape his motive for
missionary service?
How did the Word of truth sustain him on the field?
What methods did he use in private Bible study?
How did the Word of truth Influence his philosophy
of missions?
How did the Word of truth guide his methods of work?
How did the Word of truth direct his appeal to recruit
laborers into the foreign field?
What contributions did he make to missions on the
whole?
What final evaluation did he make of his years of
service?
Stateme nt of the limits of the scope of the study.
Within the span of history, the study was restricted to the
period of 1792 to the present. This period has been coBaaonly
Inferred to as the period of EK)dem missions, 1792 being the
year in which Carey stirred an indifferent chwch to the
2claims of the millions of heathen unreached for Christ.
By reason of the statement of the problem the study
was confined to the geographical area of the Par East. More
over, only those missionaries in whose life the Bible and its
message have played a predominant role were included in the
study.
Justification of the problem. In many of the scattered
outposts of missionar^f effort, th� Word of Ood has siiffered
a loss of prestige, and even disdain. Without reference to
the guiding principles as set forth in Holy Writ, tl:^ work
has fallen short of the promise, "Greater things than these
shall ye do." The message of reden^tion ere the Lord's
comijig again has been laid aside to the neglect of multitudes
of perishing souls. In view of such widespread departure
from apostolic methods and practice, it appears that th�
present need demands a retujm to the Bible itself for the
missionary ^rjotive, message, and dynamic, since "only in the
Bible do we find the origin and goal of the enterprise.""^
Moreover, the writer's Interest has demanded a study
in the area of missions, and his lack of familiarity idth
missionary biography afforded good reason for such a study.
The statement of the problem has served to direct reading
along systematic and helpful lines. It was hoped tiiat the
study would also kindle a more intense passion in missions.
�^Robert Hall Glover, The Bible Basis of Missions (Los
Angeles; The Bible House of tos Angeles, l^IfST, p. a.
3Likewise, it is the desire of the writer that those
who read these lines may be inspired and informed by the
example of missionary devotees to the Word of God.
Method of procedure . Missionary biography yielded
much of the Information pertinent to the study, while
histories of the missionary enterprise aided in the grasp of
the historic perspective. However, library reference works
and periodical literature of a professional calibre were not
as abundant as had been anticipated.
Though the objective stated in terms of the problem
served to give direction to the reading and the gathering of
pertinent information, the treatment of data confomed
largely to an outline presented for study in a course con
cerning the history of missions .
The outline study for each missionary was defined in
the following sixfold manner? (1) early life, call, and
preparation, (2) preceding persons, movements, thoughts, and
cultures, (3) contemporary persons, movements, thoughts, and
cultures, ik) personal development and soul ^owth, (5) a
brief account of life's work and labors, and (6) contribution
to his time and to posterity.
While the mass of data was identified and classified
according to the outline, some of the information was rather
arbitrarily presented at the discretion of the writer. These
slight ii^^ilarities were not intended to detract but rather
to add to the perspective of the stu<^- A final chapter
atteinpted to synthesise the findings of the stuc^
5CHAPTER II
WILLIAM CARKT
^Mfly llf call, and pr@pa3*ation. As son of the
parish oXerk, Carey was broitght up as a Churchman and was In
due tlm� confirmed* However, concerning spiritual realities
became disturbed through conversation with a fellow-
workman nho had come under the influeao� of Dissenters,
Ther�iQ)on, he was led to feel that h� had not been converted,
aiMi began to study th� Scriptures diligently and to pray for
a new heart*
He b�@an attending Dissentiijg raee tings a� well as
Church of England services. At seventeen, the age whefh
lasting decisions are often made, & verse, "Let us therefore
go out unto hia without the caasp, bearing his reproach,"
(H�b. 13 s 13) laeant leaving the Established Church to Identify
hiiQself with the despised Mon-Conformists
Through Dissenters he cam� in touch with William Law�s
writings, which had so powerfully affected Wesley. For some
mcsiths he struggled with doubt but eventually fomed clear
convictions . H� came to hold a modified Calvinism akin to
that expounded by Jonathon Edswrds. For some Dissenters the
2K�im�th Scott Latourette, These gou^t a Country (Hew
roT^t Harper & Brothers, 1950), pp. i^-SIT"^
6rigid doctrines of predestination and irresistible grace pre
cluded any effort to win souls to Jesus Christ. 3 But Carey's
emancipation from the tyranny of these views released him to
the claiiffls of the xinsaved heathen.
Soon after his marriage, Carey was invited to preach
regularly to a small congregation at Earl's Barton, Walking
twelve miles to the preaching appointment once every fort
night, he received a salary not quite enough to cover the
cost of the shoes and clothes he wore out in tfee service.
For three and a half years he preached on Smday and worked
diligently at his cobbler's stall during the week. At th�
same time he neglected no opportunity to Improve his mind.
Moreover, he be^n a systeomatic study in Greek, Hebrew, and
Latin as well as Ehglish.
At the age of twenty-four he accepted th� call to a
small Baptist church at Moulton. During the time of his
pastorate at Moulton, the yoimg minister coiamenced to brood
over the condition of th� world, and became convinced that
the spreading of Christianity was a responsibility which all
the converted ought to assume. fh3?ough his reading of Cook's
Voyages Aroimd the World, he learned to dwell more and more
on the spiritual degi^datlon of a large part of the world' s
inhabitants � The published record of th� Moravian and Danish
missionaries arrested his attention also.^
3Latourette, O2. Pit., pp. 19-20.
^Austen Kenmdy d� Bio is, Fljt^hters for Freedom (Phila
delphia: The Judson Press, 1929), p. 25f .
7Pre ceding pers ons � movements, thoughts , and cultures ?
After four years at Moulton, Carey removed to Leicester to
take ch�a�ge of a small church In that place. It was there
that he had at his disposal many books; and he became one of
a small intimate group who were Interested in the social and
political activities of the time. TJ^e group found Itself
much in sympathy with the French Revolution then in Its early
stages . Perhaps something ^ibout the slogan, *'Bqtuallty,
justice, fraternity", described for them the inrush of new
thought upon th� molds of the status quo.
However, crystalized procedure did not dissolve within
the stream of current thougjit. An example is cited of the
resistance of the old against the new. At a ministerial
meeting in Nottingham, when Invited by the moderator to sug
gest a subject for discussion, yoimg Carey suteitted the
proposition: **�hether the command given to the apostles to
teach all nations was not binding upon all succeeding
ministers to the end of the world, seeing that the accompany
ing promise was of equal extent."^ It was then that Dr.
Ryland made his memorable onslaught upon the future mission
ary. Springing to his feet, he cried out: "Young man, sit
downl When God pleases to convert the heathen He'll do it
without your help or mine,"^
^Austen Kennedy de Blols, 0�. Cit. , p. 256
%bid., pp. 256-57.
8Shortly thereafter Carey prepared a treatise entitled
"An Inquiry on Missions." Within the brief congsass of less
than a hsandred pages Carey argued the case for giving the
Gospel to all mankind, basing it upon the command of Christ
and answering objections which he had met in his efforts to
persuade his fellow ministers. No survey of comparable scope
of the challenge presented by mankind to Christians, of the
geographic status of Christianity, and of the history of
Christian missions had ever before been compiled, Carey
embraced the entire world in his vision, and in concrete
terms. His plea was in advance of much of the trade, explora
tion, and conquest, for some of the lands tiiich he covered
were as yet closed to- Europeans .7 But, even a brief outline
shows how the "Enquiry" deals with questions of missionary
apologetic and strategy still surprisingly relevant."
At a meeting of the Baptist Ministers' Association at
Hottin^iam, May jPL* 1792, Carey preached his remarkable
sermon, which served as a trumpet call to some who had been
heedless of their missionary obligations. His well -known
divisions of the sermon were paraphrased from the text as
follows: "Expect great things from God," and "Attempt great
things fca? God."
At the close of this very impressive message, as Carey
saw the audience about to disperse, he grasped the hand of
7Latourette , Og. Cit. , p. 25.
^Ernest A. Payne, "Carey's 'Enquiry's M Essay for
the Ter-Jubilee," fhe International Review of Missions, 31:
186, April, 191|2.
~ ~
9Andrew Puller and in a tone of great concern, asked if they
"were again going away without doing anything,"^ As a result
of his meeting Fuller, Carey had been encouraged to exercise
his gifts as a preacher. To no other person could he have
appealed so effectively at this crucial moment.
Contemporary persons , movements , thoughts, and
cultures . The result was the following resolution: "!Biat a
plan be proposed against the next minister's meeting in
Kettering for the establishment of a society for propagating
the Gospel among the heathen.""^^ At Kettering In the back
parlor of Puller's home on October 2 of the same year, it was
decided by the twelve ministers present to take positive
action in the behalf of missions. To that end they formed
the Baptist Missionary Society, subscribed funds of about
sixty-five dollars, and Inquired whether or not Carey would
go as their representative to foreign soil. Carey gave a
conditional consent to go. The relationship of the home
ehurch to th� responsibility of work abroad was well expressed
by the Interchange of conversation between Fuller and Carey,
afterward recalled by Fuller;
We saw, said Mr, Fuller, 'that there was a gold
mine in India, but it was deep as the centre
of the earth. Who will venture to explore it?'
^Helea H, Holcomb, Hen of Might in India Missions
(New York: Fleming H* Revel! (^mpany, 1^01}, p. 69,
~
^^Ibid,, pp, 69-70.
10
�I will venture to go down,' said Mr. Carey,
�but remember that you,' turning to Mr. Puller
and the other members of the committee, 'must
hold the ropes ,� ����*�
Carey had at first entertained a desire to go as
missionary to the Sandwich Islands, However, upon the repre
sentations of Dr. John Thomas, a surgeon, who had been
engaged in work in Bengal, it was decided to send Carey to
India. When all had been made ready, the party was refused
passage in an English vessel, since th� East India Company
would not countenance "any interference with the religion of
the natives."^ Without extraordinary delay, however,
passage was secured on a Danish ship, and the party of Carey
and Thomas reached Calcutta on Hovember 11, 1793.
In Calcutta further opposition was Incurred from the
East India Coii5>any, lidilch enterprise was convinced that
missionary activity would arouse resentment among the Indians,
and especially the Moslems, and would jeopardize its rule
and its profits . Accordingly, permission to enter the terri
tories of th� CQB^jany was refiised. Fortunately, not far
from Calcutta was a small trading center under the Danish
flag. A cordial welcome was accorded the missionaries in
that place, and Serampore was selected as headquarters for
their woife.
�^%olc<anb, 0�. Clt�, p. 71.
l^Alfred D. Mason, Outlines of Miss ionary His tory
(New Yorks George H, Doran Company, 1912), p. o6.
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Personal development and soul growth . When brought
to depend on a crucified Saviour for pardon and salvation,
and to seek a system of doctrines In the Word of God, Carey
desired to be used in bringing others to a knowledge of the
Saviour, In the heat of India's battle he rejoiced that God
had given him the great favor "to preach among the Gentiles
the unsearchable riches of Christ." He claimed that he would
not change his station for all the societies in England, nor
all the wealth of the world. "May I but be useful in laying
the foundation of the Church of Christ in India. I desire
no greater reward and can receive no higher honor," was his
purpose
Owing to the efforts of a fellow-workjian, Carey became
converted, and from that time to the close of his life he was
a devout student of the scriptures. Almost imffiediately he
initiated a study of the Bible in Greek, Hebrew, and Latin
as well as Bagllsh. In his adopted land it ms his daily
habit to begin each morning by reading a chapter of the
Bible, first in English and then in the vernaculars.^^
Carey himself cau^t the vision of the broader purpose
of the Church as the bo^ of Christ, when, in the li^t of
the Word of God, the labors of John Eliot and David Brainerd
glowed with divine approval, Naturally modest and unassuming,
-^%asil Miller, William Carey (Grand Rapids 5 Zondervan
Publishing House, 1952), p, 152.
Sherwood ^ddjs Pathfinders of World Missionary
Crusade (Hashvllle: Ablngdon-Cokei\)ury Pre ss7~194S ) , p , 25.
12
he became a roaring lion in the cause of revealed truth. He
was forever talking in his intense way about broken barriers,
open doors, and a free Gospel for the lost races. He felt
strongly that it was the duty of those who know the Gospel to
proclaim it to all men everywhere .
The divisions of Carey's sermon, "Expect great things
fvom God,'* and "Attaint great things for God," were equally
descriptive of his untiring efforts during his forty years
in India. A letter to his father before leaving England
further Illustrated his steadfastness of purpose: "I hope
. � . you may be enabled to surrender me up to the Lord . . .
I have many sacrifices to make . . , But I have set my hmd
to the plough, "^^ Kor was the resolute will deterred when a
son died of fever, and the mother lost the balance of her
mind until mercifully released by deatii.
h. ^3yief account of life's work and labors , At
Serampore following the Moravian practice, the memb�i�s of
the mission lived as a group, sharing all earnings and receipts
and apportioning to each as he had need. The chief occupation
of the group was the translation, printing, and distribution
of the Bible. Hi 11 lam Ward served as printer and Joshua
Marshman, skilled in languages, supplemented Carey in the
work of translation.
�^^George Smith, Life of William Carey (New Yorkj E. P.
Duttoa & Company, 1909), p. 152.
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since. In true Pauline fashion, Carey felt it his duty
to support himself and his work, he readily accepted a
position with an indigo factory. During the five years he
remained there, he translated the N�vr Testament into Bengali,
held dally religious services for the thousand workmen in
the factory, and itinerated regularly through the district,
which was twenty miles square and contained two hundred
villages �
In 1796 the first edition of the New Testament in
Bengali was completed. When a volume had been bound, it was
reverently offered to God, the mission families and converts
gathering in the chapel. Krishna Pal, the first Hindu con
vert, led in the solemn thanksgiving, Carey preached from
the text: "Let the Word of Christ dwell in you richly in
all wisdom," At the time he remarked: If like David I am
only an instrument of gathering materials, and another build
16
tiie house, I trust my joy will not be the less,"
Th� publication of the New Testament naturally
directed attention to Carey, Its scholarship at once recom
mended him as a teacher of Bengali to the Government College
at Port William, As professor of three languages, Bengali,
Sanscrit, and Mahratta, his emoluments rose to Ll5�000
annually. Having received only three thousand dollars from
the Baptist Missionary Society, Carey, Ward, and Marsbman
^�John B, Myers, William Carey (New York: Fleming H
Revell Cosgjany, n,d,), p, 103.
Hi
contributed the enormous sxim of fl|.50,000 to the work.*^*^
Besides the monies expended in Serampore, no less than forty-
five schools were established for the children of indigent
parents, a leper hospital founded, and a vernacular newspaper
published.
Even though financial help was so freely given, a first
principle of the missionary was that "it is on native
evangelists that the weight of the great work must ultimately
wl8rest. The aim that Carey had set before him was to create
one "red-hot centre from which the light and Influence of
Christianity might radiate throughout a gradually widening
circle, "^^
What were the results? Carey and his associates
labored for seven years before baptizing their first convert.
Yet by 1810 In the Serampore Missions alone there were three
hundred converts of whom no less than 105 had been added
during the previous year. Mission stations had also been
established in sixteen different centers in India. Before
Carey's death they extended to Burma and even as far as
Amboyna in Indonesia,^^
l^Eddy, �g�. Cit,, p, 22,
18
(Philadelphia: The Judson Press, 19^9 p,~279T
Austen Kennedy de Blois, Fighters for Freedom
� Wh .
�^^Charles Henry Robinson, History of Christian Missions
(Hew York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 191577 p. llj-T"
2^John Aberly, An Outline of Missions (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg Press , 194517 p. 62.
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As missionary apostles Carey and his co-laborers laid
th� foundation for almost �very metljod of subsequent miasim-
ary activity by founding schools and colleges, by organizing
native preachers and lay workers . By th� exercise of the
right of petition against th� crimes oomEiitted la th� mm&
of Hindu religion, th� trio were mlssloaary statesmen also,
Hotable eaaong the reforms �ffected were th� prohibition of
th� sacrifice of children at the great aiaaual festival of
aunga Sanger and the abolition of sutte� or widow-burning.
Carey* a �xtensive efforts in thirty-� of the Indian
dialects won for him th� title of �th� Wi^cliff of th� Sast.**^"^
When the eighth edition of fch� Bengali lew Testament appeared
in 1832 and th� Old Testammt bad passed tlrirou^ a fifth
edition, he said: "My work is don�. I have nothing ^r� to
do but to wait th� will of God*"^^ Hiat same year, pp^sidihg
at the ordination of Mr, Ma^ as co^pastor of th� congre*
^tion in Serass^or�! he spoke fmm th� words of Siiijeon: "I^rd,
now lettest thou Thy servant depart in peace, for mine ey�s
have seen IJiy salvation,"^^
Contribution to his time md to posterity. At Carey's
funeral h� was hcmored as an outstanding Saglistean, a
missionary of Bw^3?mm worth f and a man %&xo stood as a peer
2lAlfr�d D. Mason, Outlines of Missioait^ Histortg-
lew Yor^i George H. l3oran 't^mpmf$'l[^t^) # p #'
'
�
^Helen H, Holccasb, Hen of Ki�^ In India Missims
(Hew Yorks Fleming H. HeveUT I^TTTp.'Tj"^
" ^
^^hoc^ Pit.
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of any man of his generation. The Danish flag was flown at
half-mast. The notables of India attended the services, as
well as the humble Hindus and Mohammedans into whose very
heart and life he had been enabled to enter.
Doubtless the missionary movement would have come into
being without Carey, but he did give a phenomenal Impetus,
and his record has remained as a continuous inspiration. The
circulated news of his labors contributed largely to the
fomatlon of missionary societies in many denominations.
Across the decades multitudes of Christendom have been stirred
to go, to give, and to pray. Moreover, a suggestion by Carey
that decennial meetings be held to promote the welfare of
Chidstianity at large has influenced the Ecumenical Movement,
pronounced in the policies and efforts of th� International
2k
Missionary Coiincil and the World Council of Churches.
^^Cenne th Scott Latourette, These Sou^J^t a Covintry
few York! Harper & Brothers, 1950), p* JBT^
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CHAPTER III
ADONIRAM JUDSON
Early life, call, and preparation. Born lugust 9,
1788, Judson was the eldest son of the Congregational
minister at Maiden, Massachusetts. His mother taught him
to read at three years of age, and he tfas proficient with
figures when ten. Proud and ambitious, he entered Brown
University to graduate in first place at nineteen. His
college course won much praise, but his brightness brought
him under the Influence of a skeptical college friend. He
came hoae to declare himself to his father an infidel.
Having taught school for one year and published a
grammar and an arithmetic, he entertained thoughts of writing
drama. Planning to travel westward, Judson lodged at a
country inn, vhere a young man lay very ill in the adjoining
room. The next lODming he learned with deep feeling that
the young man had died, and was overwhelmed in the knowledge
that it was his skeptical college friend. With the melting
away of his Infidel theories, his scheme of travel seemed
now Impossible. The following month he entered Andover
Theological Sminary.^^
^^Gharles C. Creegan, Great Missionaries of the Church
(New York: Thomas Y, Crowe ll"mompany, 1895), pp."^6-37-
18
Dxxrlng his first weeks at the seminary, he had no hope
of pardon through Christ. He yet doubted the authenticity
of revealed religion, and clung to his deistical sentiments.
His was by no means an uncommon case; nor was it at all
difficult of explanation. A deeply-seated dislike to th�
hianbllng doctrines of the cross frequently results in the
inability to apply personally the truth to husian need. How
ever, light gradually dawned upon his mind, and he was
enabled to surrender himself to Christ as his atoning
Saviour.
A sermon, "The Star in th� East," preached by Dr.
Claudius Buchanan, led Judson to think seriously on th� matter
of foreign missions. Such interest and excitement did th�
sermon produce, that for a time the student neglected his
class work for thou^t and prayer upon missions. He admitted
in later years that the reading of Buchanan's book by the
same title determined his work as a miss ionary.
In 1806 five students were compelled to seek refuge
from a storm under the shelter of a haystack, and because of
this the group was called the Haystack Prayer Meetlrg . When
on that day they had discussed at some length the possibility
of evangelizing the world, Samuel Mills suddenly cried out.
26
Francis Waylmd, A Memoir of the Life and Labors of
Adonlram Judson (Foi-=raT~ FElItlpiT^aSpion-^� �Coii)any, IBFJITp.^T^
27
. ^ p^???Lh/^?-'4^ ^??!^^ Seven (Chicago: AmericanBaptist Publication Society, 1913), pT^HT
19
"W� can if w� will," and th� cry was taken up by his four
conpanions.^^ Pour of them as graduates from Williams College
entered Andover Theological Seminary, where Judson soon
became one of their number. Thslr deepening resolve to go
to the heathen they shared together. In a sense they edu
cated one another; that is, "Andover assembled them and they
29
went to school to each other,"
Since his father was ambitious for his future, Judson
was reluctant to acquaint his parents with his missionary
viev/s . Indeed, his father was delighted to explain that the
Rev. Dr. Griffin had proposed his son as his colleague in
"the largest church in Boston." With much difficulty he
finally replied to his family: "... I shall never live in
Boston. I have much farther than that to go,"-^^
Tbs students of the Haystack Prayer Meeting prevailed
upon the faculty of the seminary. The result was the for
mation of the American Board, th� CcKigregational Chiirch
assimilng the initiative. Th� support of other churches was
solicited, there as yet being no or^nized society in this
country. When the American Board applied to the Legislature
of Massachusetts for an act of Incorporation, resistance was
made on the ground that there was none too much religion at
28charles Henry Robinson, History of Ctu'lstian Missions
(New York: Charles Scribner�s Sons , "T?5T5T7 P . 1^2 .
29Hill, 02. p. 12ij..
30wayland, 0�. Cit., p, 38.
20
home. It was replied that '�religion is a commodity, of which
the more we export, the more we have."-*
Pi�e ceding persons , movements, thoughts , and cultures .
At that time the average life of a missionary in the East was
only about five years . Of twenty missionaries who entered
upon their work at Bombay before I83O, five died and seven
had retiu:�ned to America, By 1832 thirty children had been
born to missionaries, nineteen of whom had died. In the
first twenty years of the history of this mission the nuinber
of missionaries who had died was greater than that of con
verts who had been baptized from heathendom. As a missionary
candidate, Judson was not oblivious to the peril involved.
Upon asking for the hand of Ann Hasseltlne, he wrote her
father: "I have now to ask, whether you can consent to part
with your daughter early next spring, to see her no more in
this world.
The work of Protestant missions in Burma goes back to
the time of the Serampore Mission. In 180? three Baptist
missionaries, one of \ib.om was Pellx Carey, a son of William
Carey, began work at Rangoon. Soon afterward the London
Missionary Society sent two missionaries to that place. Both
of these efforts were short-lived. Continuous work in Burma
3%ill, 0�, Cit., p, 15.
32J. Clement, The Life ^ Rev. Adonlram Judson (Phila
delphia: John E, Potter FTTompany, n,d,)', pT'aST"^
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dates from the arrival of Judson in Rangoon in I813.
Contemporary persons, movements , thoughts, and cultures .
JUdson arrived in Calcutta only to be ordered out by the
despotic and Gospel-hating East India Company, His efforts
to be allowed to labor at Madras proved to be in vain, and as
a last resort he took passage in a vessel for Burma. Thus
did the opposition of man but v/ork out God's higher purpose,
as subsequent events proved, "Judson was forbidden by the
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Spirit to enter India because God would have him in Buma."
In Burma there was at times the danger of confiscation
of property, ln5)risonment, and possible death. Judson was
advised to appeal directly to the king, "the lord of life and
death." He appeared in Ava before the haughty king, but vlaen
the monarch read the first sentence of Judson 's tract, "there
is one eternal God," he dashed it to tftie ground. Afterward
Judson learned that the Buddhism of the king taught officially
that there was no God to save, no soul to be saved, and no
sin to be saved from,^^
Some time later judson was joined by Dr. Price, a
medical missionaj?y, whose remarkable success, especially in
operations for cataract of the eye, attracted the attention
33a, J. Gordon, The Holy Spirit in Missions (Hew Yorks
Fleming H, Revell Compsnj, IH'JJ), p. 92.
^^herwood Eddy, Pathfinders of World Missionary
Crusade (Nashville: Ablngdon-Cokesbury Press, / P. 31-
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of the king, price was summoned to Ava to appear before the
king, and Judson accoagsanled him as Interpreter. For three
months there was no more talk of persecution, and there
appeared to be a great opportunity for enlarged work. How
ever, the war between Burma and England changed the situation
altogether .
�aiere was a general suspicion of all persons of Eaiglish
speech, and within a short time Judson and Price were arrested
and thrown into prison. The five pairs of fetters which
Judson wore weighed scans fourteen pounds, the scars of which
he carried to his dying day. But his mind was fettered as
well as his body. He was morally outraged by the coarse
language of the criminals, and their shrieks of anguish under
torture. He was harrassed also by the sufferings of his wife,
real and imaginary. During his confinement she gave birth
to a child, caught smallpox, and was seized by the dreadful
spotted fever. When able, she visited Judson daily and was
unrelenting in efforts at court in behalf of the missionaries.
Personal development and soul growth. After he was
saved, Judson realized that It was too late to mend the days
that were past. While in seminary, he wrote his fiancee:
The futwe is In our power. Let us, then, each
morning, resolve to send the day into eternity
in such a garb as we shall wish it to wear for
ever. And at night let us reflect that one
more day is irrevocably gone, indelibly marked.-^-'
35prancis V/ayland, A Memoir of the Life and Labors of
the Rev. Adonlram Judson (Boston: l^illips , Sampson "FTompany.
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In a Strang� land without a teacher for language study,
Judson admitted that his views of the missionary objective
had undergone some revision, when first set on fire by
Buchanan's book. The Star in the East. In his own words he
described so adequately the impact of his encounter with
reality:
... it does not always happen that a closer
acquaintance with an object diminishes our
attachment and preference. We sometimes dis
cover beauties, as well as defomities, which
were overlooked on a superficial view; when
some attractions lose their force, others
more permanent are exerted; and when the
glitter in which novelty invested the object
has passed away, more substantial excell.ences
have room to disclose their Influence. 3�
In 1815 when his first wife had departed from his side
for medical attention, Judson had not a single soul with
which to have religious communion. In the darkness of a
heathen land amid the triumphs of Satan, he doubted that any
Burman had ever felt the grace of God. To a friend he wrote:
"The Lord is all powerful, wise, and good; and this con
sideration alone always affords me unfailing consolation and
support. In prison Judson courageously endured his
sufferings, steadfast in his usual trust in God. He believed
firmly that the end of ccaifllct would bring religious
liberty -
36wayland, 0�. Cit., p. I78.
37ibid., p. 169.
^ briei^ accoxuit of life's work and labors , On the
long voyage eastward the young missionary studied his Bible
diligently. He came to the conclusion that believers only
should be baptized, and that baptism by inmersion was the
only true baptism. Upon landing, he and his wife were
baptized by Carey's associate, William Ward. When the
American Baptists heard of Judson' s change of views, they
determined to support him, and founded the society which is
now known as the American Baptist Missionary Union.
For three years, in spite of much trouble with his
eyes which he feared might cause blindness, Judson wrestled
with the Burman, a difficult tongue to master. As soon as
he began to get a grip on the language, he set himself to
the task of translation. Exactly three years to the day of
his arrival in Rangoon, he completed his Grammatical notices
of the Burman Language . In the seme month he sent to the
printer a tract, "A view of the Christian Religion," the first
Christian publication in the Burman language.
Shortly after the cessation of hostilities in 1826,
Judson' s wife was dead. His two children were dead. He him
self had passed through affliction in prison, and it now
seemed as thou^ nothing but failure marked his efforts . But
this was by no means true. He had learned the Burman
character, and he knew the people as no other person on earth
38Austen Kennedy de Blols, Fighters for Freedcmi
Philadelphia: The Judson Press, iWWTpp
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knew them. He had completely mastered the language, vtaich he
understood and spoke as no other foreigner. He had trans
lated the New Testament, besides many tracts. Though without
a great number of converts, his labors were already abundant. 39
The Conaaander of the British forces declined to accept
Amherst as headquarters for the army and chose the little
village of Moulmein in its stead. As if by xaagic the town
grew rapidly to a population of 20,000. Because of greater
religious freedom, Judson established his center of operations
at Moulmein also. Prom this place he and his associates made
extensive evangelistic tours. It was the result of these that
contact was made with the Karens, a race of people far removed
from the influences of civilization.
The year of lb3k was th� year in which Judson completed
his translation of the entire Bible into Burmese. Suiting his
imprisonment the unfinished manuscript of the translation had
been concealed by his wife in a cotton pillow on which he
slept. So well done was his translation that it was not
revised until the end of the century. When the task had been
accomplished, he thanked his Heavenly Father for guidance and
implored Him to "make His own inspii'ed Word . . . th� grand
instrument of filling all Bwrna with songs of predse to our
great God and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
^^Austen Kennedy de Blols, 0�. Cit., p. 306.
^^Ibid., p. 309-
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For six years Judson devoted hiBiself to laying founda
tions. Following the general principles laid down by Carey,
he fitted himself to meet the Burmese with the translated
Bible and a clear understanding of their own beliefs and
customs. On a main thoroughfare under the shadow of the chief
pagoda, he erected a zayat, a shed of bamboo. It was here
that he conversed with passers-by, one of whom came to be his
first convert. In his operations from Moulmein he established
many centers of influence as opposed to centralization in a
few large missionary stations.
At the end of I83I the Burman mission reported two
hundred seventeen baptisms during the years. Many of these
were Karens, an iintamed and indolent people, largely forest-
dwellers, the remnants of an aboriginal race. Yet, the Karens
had for centuries nourished the tradition of white teachers
ere long to appear among them, bringing the Book of God. Mhen
such a teacher came, they gave ready response to his message.^
From the very first Judson developed in the natives
the capacity of self-government, and discerned every sign of
progress with no less pleasure than a mother notices her child
as it attempts to stand or walk.^ Fully eighty per cent of
the hundreds of Karen churches and schools are self-supporting.
^A. J. Gordon, The Holy Spirit in Missions (Hew York:
Fleming H. Revell Company, TB?3 ) / P . 92.
^^jajjies L. Hill, The Immortal Seven (Chicago: American
Baptist Publication Society, 1913) , p. 93.
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Moreover, they have sent their ovm missionaries to other
tribes of Burma and the Karens of Siam.^^
Since his arrival in Burma, Judson had sturdily refused
to return to America on furlough, though the Board and his
many friends had greatly desired his presence, Hoi-j-ever, the
illness of his second wife decided him to undertake the
journey, after thirty-three years' absence. Multitudes of
people waited to greet him, to hear his impassioned messages,
and to do honor- Many were keenly disappointed when they
looked upon a slight, frail man. Pour years later he died at
sea, a voyage having been prescribed for his rapidly failing
health.
At death Judson said: "Ho man ever left the world with
more Inviting prospects, with brighter hopes, or warmer
fee lings. In Arr^rlca he had declined to relate his own
thrilling experiences, but insisted upon telling in simple
fashion the sweet message of redemption. Such behavior was
in keeping with his self-effacing view of his personal
achievements and sacrifices.
Contribution to his time and to posterity. The late
A. J. Gordon, In writing of the illustrious missionary says:
^3Robert Hall Glover, The Progress of World-Wide
Missions (New York: Harper & Brothers, 193^), p. 122.
^%111, 0�. Cit., p. 9i|..
^de Blois, 0�. Cit., p. 311.
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Park Street Church in Boston, whose call the
Spirit constrained Judson to decline seventy-
five years ago, is still a large body,
numbering perhaps a thousand members; but
the church in Burma, which that same Spirit
led Judson to found, numbers today 30,000
communicants, witJi a great company beside
who have fallen asleep.
In 1911 the total number of adherents belonging to the mission
was 120,51^.9, of -feiiich 5U>799 were Karens .^"^
At the time of th� ordination of that party of five
young men In Salem, Massachusetts, it was said by Doctor
Spring: "No enterprise comparable to this had been under
taken by the American church/'^^ As the case one hundred
years ago, so on February 6, 1912, the soleronity and pathos
centered in the laying on of hands. The influence of that
first five who dared to set a precedent has indeed been far
reaching.
^^Charles C. Creegan, Great Missionaries of the Church
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & IJompany, 1895) * P�
^ Charles Henry Robinson, History of Christian Missions
(New York: Charles Scribner's Soni7~ITO77 PP. 153-511.7
'
^Hlll, 0�. Cit., p. 6.
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CHAPTER IV
ROBERT MORRISON
Early life, call, and preparation. His father a pro
prietor of a last and boot-tree shop in Newcastle, Robert
entered his apprenticeship early in life. Even at a tender
age he showed ccramendabl� diligence, a trait which was to
characterize his every undertaking in later life.
His youthful conduct was marked by some irregularities.
He became, as he says, "some^diat loose and profane. It
was the revulsion of his own mind at th� consciousness of
wrongdoing, more than anything else, that led him at th� age
of sixteen to repentance.
So consecrated was the young man that three years later
he said: ". . . It is my desire, if He /God/ please to spare
me in the world, to serve the Gospel as He shall give me
opportunity."^^ At Hoxton Academy, a Congregational seminary,
he squarely faced the all-important question of the field of
his future activity:
When I view the field ... I perceive that by
far the greater part is entirely without
^^Lucius E. Smith, Heroes and Martyrs of Modern Mission
ary Enterprise (Provldencel 0. W, Potter, 1857) > P� 2ii.JI
^^Harlan P. Beach, Princely Men in the Heavenly Kingdom
(Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye, 1903) * pp.
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laborers, or at best has but here and there
one or two, whilst there are thousands
crowded up in on� corner. My desire is, 0
Lord, to engage where laborers are most
wanted,^^
While yet at home, tlie acquisition of useful knowledge
became a passion for young Morrison. He studied early and
late, and to facilitate his investigations and economize
time, he learned a system of shorthand. Aritimietlc, astronomy,
botany, and the evidences of Christianity successively en
gaged his attention. Biography and ecclesiastical history
also interested him, but devotional works captured much of
his time, and above all the Bible, which he studied daily and
nightly.
Upon entering Hoxbury Academy, Morrison had already
mastered the rudiments of Latin, Hebrew, and Greek, an indi
cation of his natural aptitude for languages. Though diligent
and striving to excel in his studies, he was at th� same time
unremitting in his religious duties. Ever mindful of his
sacred calling, he cultivated those affections, without which
his later work would have become a task rather than a delight.
Mornings in London, Morrison was busily occupied at
St. Bartholomow' 8 Hospital, having been called there by th�
London Missionary Society, Afternoons he avidly applied him
self to a Chinese manuscript of unknovm authorship. On one
occasion he was approached by a gentleman who enquired into
his understanding of the strange characters. Th� question
^%each, 0�. Cit,, pp. 15�16,
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was followed with another as to the purpose of the study.
Morrison replied:
I can scarcely define my motives; all that I
know is that my mind is powerfully wrought
upon by some strong and indescribable impulse,
and if the language be capable of being
surmounted by human zeal and perseverance,
I mean to make the experiment. What may be
the final result, time only can develop. I
have as yet no determinate object in con
templation beyond the acquisition of the
language itself .^^
Small wonder that the missionary candidate answered thus, for
all indications at that time pointed to a future work in
Africa I
An intimation of his desire for missionary service
startled Morrison's mother. Though a devout woman, she shrunk
from parting with her favorite son. Her growing inf iiroities
made a strong appeal to family ties, and he promised that he
would not leave the country during her life. The pledge,
however, was unexpectedly terminated by her death in 1802.
Similarly, his father and friends gave their assent
with much reluctance. His tutors advised him to act with
care, presenting the difficulties of the foreign service--
and the opportunities for extended usefulness at home. Among
other inducements to remain, he was offered the advantages of
study in one of the Scottish universities. But on deliberation
he felt it to be his duty to go abroad,
^^illlam P. V/alsh, Modern Heroes of th� Mission Field
(New York: T. Whittaker, 1552), pp."9B-997
^
^^Lucius E. Smith, 0�. Cit , , p. Z^.l\.,
^^Ibld., p. 2l|.5.
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Pre ceding persons, movements , thoughts , and cultures .
But there were serious difficulties in the way. China was
closed, not only against the Gospel, but against the commerce
of the outward world. Much of the Chinese feeling was ttie
direct result of the opium controversy. Nor did the manu
facturing interests of the East India Company in China permit
Morrison's passage by that company. Indeed, th� British
government at that time resisted missionary effort because of
the political unrest.
And yet, the London Missionary Society had, with
standing all these difficulties, determined to send a mission
ary to China. A query by an agent of an /laerican sailing
company was typical of the doubt concerning the success of
such a venture. The missionary was asked: "Now, Mr. Morrison,
do you really expect that you will make an impression on the
idolatry of the Cto.lnese empire?" Morrison a?eplled charac
teristically, "No sir, but I expect God will."^^
Contegyorary persons, movements , thoughts , and cultures .
As a result of the complex situation, Morrison was obliged to
go to China via New York instead of going direct from London.
He received from Mr. Madison, the Secretary of State, a letter
of introduction to the American consul at Canton, vftilch was of
groat advantag� to him, m American firm, Olyphant & Company,
^^Sherwood Eddy, Pathfinders of World Missionary
Crusade (Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 19i4.5}, p. 3k'
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dellvei�ed Morrison in China on September 7* I8O7.
If the situation had been hard previously, it proved
doubly so in China. The East India Company was so opposed to
missions that for some time it was expedient for Morrison to
pass as an American. The Catholics were bitterly opposed to
the coming of the Protestants, and the Chinese officials were
antagonistic to anything except trade relations. Morrison
himself commented on the situation:
China . . . may seem walled around against the
admission of the Word of God; but we have as
good ground to believe that all its bulwarks
shall fall before It, as Joshua had respecting
the walls of Jericho.5"
Personal development and soul growth. Soon after his
arrival, Morrison resigned himself to th� unromantic task of
study and translation. His was the calling, not so much to
wield, as to prepare for others, "th� sword of the Spirit."
Moreover, he was to be comtaended in that he gave himself
earnestly to the work. He learned y&i&t he could from his
native teachers, spoke to his domestics in their own tongue,
and even repeated his private prayers in th� language vjhich
he sought to conquer. Dr. Milne set forth the requirements
for th� study of Ghln�s�;
To acquire th� Chines� is a work for men with
bodies of brass, lungs of steal, heads of oak,
hands of spring stoel, �yes of eagles, hearts
of the apostlea. memories of angels, and lives
of Methusaleh.-''
56walsh, 0�. Cit., p. lOS.
^7Edwin M. Bliss, The Missionary Enterpris e (New York:
Fleming H. Revell Coicpany7~T90ti ) , p . 279 .
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It was a true and real heroism that enabled Morrison
to work on day after day, and year after year, for the most
part alone, without any external pleas\ire, or the approbation
of a fellow man. As he had been taught in his father's house,
he cast his care on God at morning, noon, and night . Two
expressions were often on his lips; "It is my duty" and
"Look up, look up."^�
A brief account of life's work and labors . More by
necessity than by choice, Morrison was confined to long hours
of language study; for an edict had been issued prohibiting
the printing of religious books and th� preaching of the
Gospel. Secretly, two Roman Catholic Chinese tutored him in
the language at the peril of their lives , Later, when he
was employed by the East India Company as an Interpreter,
evangelistic work was opened among the employees.
On the very day of his marriage in February, 1809 >
Morrison was invited by the East India Company to become its
official translator. The offer, which he accepted, assured
him freedom in language study, rendered an adequate excuse
for being in China that would satisfy the Chinese, protected
him from Catholic persecution, and relieved the society of
his support.
However, the office was also the source of many trials.
It interrupted his labors, and broke in upon his domestic life
^^lalsh, 0|i. Cit., p. 109.
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during a hard time in I8IO, his wife pronounced incurably ill,
and their first-born son laid to rest. In th� face of such
odds, he completed his first translation, th� Acts of the
Apostles. About this time, he xvrote friends in England:
I do not repine against the disposals of the
Lord. No, I bless his holy name, tbat he has
called roe to the field of labor in which I am
placed. My only source of regret is that I ^
cannot, or rather I do not, serve him better. 5�
In 1813 Morrison was joinod by William Milne, also of
the London Missionary Society. Five years later, the entire
Bible had been translated into the vernacular. Anotlier source
of encouragement was the conversion of his language teacher,
Tsae A-ko, his first convert after seven years of labor.
The first portion of Scriptures in Chinese printed by
a Protestant missionary was the Book of Acts in I8IO. Lvke
was completed in I8l2; the whole New Testament in l8li|.. With
some help from Milne, the translation of the entire Bible was
realized. The first attempt to present the Word in the native
tongu�� Morrison admittod that the work was too literal, and
not idiomatic. However, he followed diligently the three
principles of those learned and good men who prepared the
King James Version: "Be faithful to th� original; mak� the
translation as clear as possible; use the simplest, best-
60
understood words you can find."
^*^Lucius E. Smith, 0�. Cit., p. 253.
^^J. Theodore Mueller, Great Missionaries to China
(Grand Rapids : Zondervan Publishing House, 1947)7 p. 50.''
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In iQZk. Morrison was received with distinction through
out the British Empire. The University of Glasgovr conferred
upon him the degree of doctor of divinity for his publication,
"4 View of China for Philological Purposes." He was elected
a Fellow of the Royal Society, and he had an audience w3.th
George IV, to whom he presented a copy of the Scriptures in
Chinese, and a map of Pekin. However, he declined the in
vitation of Sir Walter Scott.
He preferred to avoid all engagements, unless he might
present the cause of China with profit. To this task he
tirelessly gave himself, traveling at all hours by stage
coach over the crude roadways. His own evaluation of his
work, even as late of l832t "I have been twenty -five years
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in China, and can now begin to see the work prosper."
Contribution to his time and to posterity. Morrison
has lived as one of the mst effective missionaries of all
time. His success, however, was not n�asured by the number
of his converts. After ten years in China, be wrote that two
persons had renounced idolatry, and professed faith in the
Lord Jesus. Only a few did he himself win for Christ, but he
did not despair, "Let us not be ungrateful. We, or our
successors, shall see greater things than these if we faint
, a62not
"�^Edwin M, Bliss, editor, "Robert Morrison," Encyclo
pedia of Missions, II, p. 11^0.
^2Lucius E. Smith, 0�. Git., p. 257-
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Morrison produced the weapons of spiritual warfare
without which Satan's kingdom could not be attacked by later
Protestant missionaries. His "efforts were as laborious and
frtiltful as were ever spent by any missionary that ever
penetrated the Celestial Empire."
^^Arth^ur H. Smith, Rex Christus (New York: Macmlllan
Compstnj, 1903) > P- 3k*
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CHAPTER V
HUDSON TAYLOR
Early life, call, and preparation. The first -bom of
James and Amelia Hudson Taylor was James Hudson Taylor. His
parents and theirs before were devoutly and loyally Methodist.
The father, a druggist, was an excellent businessman, noted
for his scrupuloTJS integrity, generous to the needy, a local
Methodist preacher, widely read, with a high reputation for
carrying through what he undertook. Prom his father the boy
inherited an unusual ability of leadership and enterprise.
Prom his mother he received a peaceable and patient dis
position which trait of character he bore throughout life.
One afternoon at the age of seventeen young Taylor
betook himself to his father's library, the other members of
the family being absent from the household. Prom a basket
of pamphlets he selected a Gospel tract, which looked inter
esting. Knowing there would be a story with the inevitable
semon or moral at the close, he was of the opinion: "I will
take the former and leave the latter for those who like it."^^
That day marked the conversion of a professed skeptic,
as he read one sentence, "The finished work of Christ." Prom
^^larshall Broomhall, Hudson Taylor; The Man mo
Believed God (Londonj The Religious Trac^ Society, 1^),
p.
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that time h� and his sister Amelia began definite work for
God in some of the poorer parts of town. Later, however, he
confessed that "the first joys of conversion passed away
. o s and were succeeded by a period of painful deadness of
soul, with much conflict. "^5
A second spiritual crisis followed not many laonths
after conversion. Th� brother wrote his sister, Amelia:
"If God would only save me completely, then I would do any
thing in His cause He might direct." This desire of the
heart was answered sooner than he had expected, for on that
very day the Lord whom he sought came suddenly to His temple,
and a covenant was sealed between Hudson Taylor and his God,
... I felt I was in the presence of God,
entering into covenant with the Alml^ty.
I felt as though I wished to withdraw my
promise but could not. Something seemed
to say, 'Yoxir prayer is answered, jowc
conditions are accepted,' and from that
time the conviction ^ver left m� that I
was called to China.
At once Taylor began to prepare for missionary service.
Prom a reading of Medhurst's China, he came to feel that he
could be of most use as a physician. Without delay he entered
upon a course of training in medicine. Preliminary work he
obtained in the office of a physician in Hull not far from
his home. Also, he studied Greek, Latin, and theology.
^^Brooiiiall, 0�. Cit . , pp. 25-26.
^%oward Taylor, Dr, and Mrs,, Hudson Taylor in Early
Years (London; The Religious Tract Society, 1911) � p. 7B.
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Yet at home, Taylor began to harden his body by taking
more exercise in the open air and by giving up his feather
bed. By calling on the poor and sick, and by helping in evan
gelistic meetings to win souls to Christ, he sought to prepare
himself as a physician of the soul.
At Hull he subjected himself to even more rigorous
discipline. After much struggle, he gave up all thought of
marriage to a gifted young lady, believing that the union
would prevent him from going to China. He lived on a very
sin?>le diet and in a humble room, thereby saving enough to
give two-thirds of his meager income to charity. Taking
further medical study in London, he taught himself to depend
entirely upon God for all his needs, physical as well as
spiritual.
Through periodicals Taylor learned of the Chinese
Evangelisation Society and entered into correspondence with
its secretary, which ultimately led to his sailing to China
as its agent. Thus began an outlook and a connection broader
than any one ecclesiastical body, and yet, the theological
outlook was restricted to those of Pietist and Evangelical
convictions. Before leaving his home at Barnsley, Taylor had
Joined the Wesleyan Reforxt^rs (later called Free Methodists)
who had left the parent body in l8i|.9 from what they believed
was loyalty to the Scrlptiires .^7
'Eenneth Scott Latourette, These Sought a Country
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1950), p. VfT^
On th� day of his sailing, Taylor reflected:
Never shall I forget that day. j<s we passed
through the dock gates, and the separation
really commenced, never shall I forget the
cry of anguish wrung from that mother's heart j
It went through me like a knife. I never
knew so fully until then what 'God so loved
th� world' m�ant, and I am quite sure my
precious mother learnt more of the love of
God for the perishing world in that one hour
than in all her life before.oo
Likewise, when he landed in Shanghai, Taylor was pro
foundly stirred: "My heart felt as though it had not room
and must burst its bonds, while tears of gratitude and thank
fulness fell from my eyes."^*^ Near the end of life, he
testified that he should never have thought of becoming a
missionary but for the deep conviction of the lost condition
of the heathen and their utter need of Christ .^^
Preceding perscais, movements, thoughts , and cultures .
China's doors, which had been blasted ajar by British guns,
were not yet really open. British merchants were discontent
with the trade regulations of the Chinese, and in 1839 hosti
lities broke out. Th� immediate cause was drastic Chinese
action to stop th� inflow of opiiim. The Chinese defeated.
Hong Kong was ceded to Britain, five ports were opened to
foreign residence, and a limited toleration of Christianity
^"J. Hudson Taylor, A Retrospect (New York: Gospel
piiblishing House, n.d,), p."~lijS"�'
'
69J. Theodore Mueller, Great Missionaries to China
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House , 19ii-7)* p". 111.
70Rob�rt Hall Glover, ^e Progress of World-Wide
Missions (New York: Harper & Brothers ,"T9l9) , p.
k2
was proncwnced by official �diet ,
However, foreign feeling did not cease. In 1868 Taylor
and his party were done violence in Yangchow through th�
agitation of the local mandarin. Two years later at Tientsin,
twenty-one foreigners lost their lives. Including the French
Consul and Sisters of Mercy, As late as 1900 anti-foreign
feeling culminated in the Boxer uprising, the conservative
element antagonistic to western culture. Over two hundred
missionaries and thousands of native Christians sealed their
testimony with their life's blood.
Contemporary persons, movements , thoughts, and cultures .
Life for Taylor at Hull was one of enlarging friendships . He
became acquainted with some of the Plymouth Brethren, and
found hiiraself in synpathy with them, especially with their
dependence on prayer. Through them he learned of th� work of
Goorge Mull�r �ho was supporting hundreds of orphans in
Bristol, depending completely on faith and prayer for the
necessary means. (Muller was later a substantial contributor
to th� work of the China Inland Mission.) Taylor sympathized
also with the Brethren In their belief in the premillennial
second coming of Christ.
On the other hand, the Tai Piiigs could not resist the
temptation to resort to force to extend a new kingdom. In
England the movement was spoken of by The Times as "the
greatest revolution the world has yet seen." The Horth China
k3
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Herald affirmed that "the insurgents are Chflstians ' It
is small vender that the China Evangelization Society was
stirred. Here appeared to be the great and effectual door
for which they had prayed, an opportxmity surpassing their
highest hopes, and Taylor was asked if he were willing to go
without delay.
Personal development and soul growth . Of the Bible
Taylor asserted: , , we may hang upon any word that God
ever spoke, or ever caused by His Holy Spirit to be written, "^2
He regarded the Bible as God's own infallible Word, and as
such the only source and rule of faith and life, and daily he
put it to test in his life and woik .
In China Taylor had become increasingly unwell and was
so threatened with tuberculosis that a rest In England
seemed imperative. At the age of thirty-four it appeared
doubtful whether he would ever see China again. But he did
pray during those five long years and attempted to induce the
denominational boards to take up the evangelization of inland
China, Failing in this, he began to see that God could use
him to answer his own prayers. At Brighton his conflict
ended as he learned to trust coicpletely in God for the future
work of China's great interior.
7lMarshall Broomhall, Hudson Taylor: The Man Who
Believed God {London: The Religious Tract Society, 1^2^),
7^Ibid., p, 108.
During the winter of l87ij--75, Taylor was again removed
from the active scene of duty. A fall developed into a
paralysis of the limbs, imtil an absolute rest in bed was
ordered. In the quiet room of suffering at Pyrland Road
sprang all the larger growth of the China Inland Mission,
Early in the new year Taylor issued a paper, "Appeal for
Prayer," The need for workers in nine unopened provinces was
presented, and soon the eighteen men asked of God began to
come for bed-side interviews.
Buffeted by temptation and convicted of shortcomings,
in 1869 Taylor found a new rest of soul, A fellow-worker,
John M'Carthy, was much absorbed in a single sentence of a
publication, Christ Is All: "The Lord Jesus received is
holiness begun; the Lord Jesus cherished is holiness advancing;
the Lord Jesus counted upon as never absent would be holiness
complete .""^^ His comment upon this passage was �specially
helpful to Taylor- M'Carthy added: "Hot a striving to have
faith, or to increase faith, but a looking off to the Faith
ful One, seems all we need; a resting in the Loved One
entirely, for time and eternity. "^^
Six months earlier Taylor had written: "I have con
tinually to mourn that I follow at such a distance and learn
73Howard Taylor, Dr, and Mrs., Hudson Taylor and the
China Inland Mission (London: The Religious Tract Society,
mn^Trm:
7%bid,, p, 169-
so slowly to Imitate my precious Master."'-^ There was no
thought of imitation now. It was the "exchanged life" that
had come to him. How great was the difference� instead of
bondage, liberty; instead of failure, quiet victories within;
instead of fear and weakness, a restful sense of siafficiency
in Another- So great was the deliverance that from that time
onward Taylor could never do enough to make this secret plain
to hungry hearts wherever he might be.^^
L ^^i�^ accoimt of life's work and labors. For Taylor
the Biblical injunction, "Owe no man anything," was a divine
coaanand to be taken literally. Since the Chinese Evangeli
zation Society had for some time continued to borrow funds,
he felt that he could no longer continue under that organi
zation. Consequently, he was led to organize the China
Inland Mission. He resolved that in the new society there
should be no collections t^en and no direct appeals sent
out, so that the work would be supported only so long as it
had God's approval.
Mention has been made of workers supplied through
answer to prayer. On June 2$, 1865 > Taylor wrote on the
margin of his Bible: "Prayed for twenty-four willing, skill
ful laborers at Brighton."'''^ For Taylor and for China, that
"^^Howard Taylor, Dr. and Mrs., Hudson Taylor' s Spiri
tual Secret (Philadelphia: China Inland Mission, 193577"
p. Il27
^^Loc. cit.
77sherwood Eddy, pathfinders of World Missionary Crusade
(Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury f'resiT I^FT, p. 19?.
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prayer made history. When informed of this venture with God,
William Burns, an earlier associate in China and an evangelist
In Scotland during the revival of 1839, replied:
Your plan of seeking to plant two missionaries
in each of the unoccupied provinces is a noble
one, and if, by the help of God, it is but
half accomplished, a great step will have been
taken in advance, and the necessities of China
will become more visible and clamant in the
view of all the Protestant churches. 78
By the help of God sixteen of the twenty-four workers
left with Taylor for China in May of 1866, and the others
came soon afterwards. Dxirlng Taylor's second convalescence
eighteen pioneer workers came forward in answer to prayer.
More personnel was asked of God at later dates --seventy in
l88l, one himdred in 1886, one thousand in 1890 to be supplied
within the next five years. Proiainent among recruits were
th� "Can4)rldge seven" of 1885* much favorable publicity given
the mission.
Though great numbers of missionaries were sought by
the China Inland Mission, theirs was not a stationary work.
On the contrary, they served as helpers to the native help,
which department Taylor considered most important. According
to his view the work of the foreign missionary was comparable
to the scaffolding round a rising building; the sooner it
could be dispensed with the better�or sooner, rather, that
' "J , Theodore Mueller , Great Missionaries to China
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing fiouse, 1911.7)71). 111.
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it could be transferred to serve the same teraporary purpose
elsewhere .^^
To be accepted missionary candidates were required to
hold
the fundamental doctrines of the Scripture;
that Jesus is the Son of God; that the saved
are saved through faith In Him; that the
lost are lost because they sin against th�
li^t they have; that the Bible is^th� in-
splr�d, authoritative Word of God.�^
Bofor� appointmont th�y w�r� required to be soul-winners,
going abroad without the promise of a fixed salary.
The plan for new work was to begin at the capital of
each province, taking the prefectural cities later, and the
small cities last. These points of influence established,
early efforts consisted primarily of itineration. Wherever
workers went they preached the Gospel, distributed tracts,
and talked with individuals. Much of th� preaching was in
streets and in the tea shops, the social centers of Chinese
life.
Many were the papers written to enlist laborers for
the vto-ited harvest, "Appeal for Prayer" and "To Every
Creature" being among the more prominent. So popular ms
China ' a Spiritual Need and Clalma that the initial printing
of three thousand copies soon required a second edition.
79Howard Taylor, Dr, and Mrs., Hudson Tavlor' s Spiritual
Secret (Philadelphia: China Inland Mission," l935) * P � 137 �
~
^�Eddy, 0�. Cit,, p. 197.
Unique for its time waa the Illustrated monthly of the China
Inland Mission, China* a Millions . For the orientation of
new workers, Taylor prepared a series of lectures on the
events leading to the founding of the mission, which was later
published as A Reti*ospect .
Contribution to his time and to posterity. Taylor
believed that his call and that of the China Inland Mission
was to proclaim the Gospel to as many as possible by spoken
and written word. Tens of thousands In China did hear the
Gospel \Aio but for Taylor would have died ignorant of it.
Truly great were the repeated miracles in answer to prayer
for the supply of funds and personnel. When his life's work
was accomplished, the aged missionars^ said: "I never prayed
sincerely and earnestly for anything ... I have always had
so little faith. May God forgive me . . . and cleanse the
On
sin of unbelief from my heart." Doiibtless, he was keenly
aware of the unreached multitudes.
Taylor's example and appeal had repercussions far
beyond the ranks of the mission liAilch he founded. They were
a stimulus to other missionary societies, in China and else
where. He gave a powerful impetus to the creation of other
"faith" missions likewise. Societies on the field were
encouraged to larger efforts and greater vision.
�Mueller, 0�. Cit., pp. 111-112.
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CHAPTER VI
JOHN NEVIUS
Early life, call, and preparation. Though his father
was a splendid horseinan and an officer of th� railltia, he was
also a fighter in the ranks of temperance reform and an
active promoter of Sunday-schools. By the early death of his
father, John was deprived of his helpful influence coring his
fomatlve years. His mother, however, was a veritable Monica
to her two sons, and until their conversion she never ceased
to labor and pray for the salvation of their souls.
Having entered Union College as a sophomore in I81}5s
young Nevius graduated three years later. While in college,
he rounded out his work with teaching and social activities,
in a way that would suggest that good times were an important
object in his life. But his words to his brother soon after
graduation were the result of reflection upon his past life:
"We have thus far fooled away our time. If we �ver do any-
thing in this world, w� must begin living on a new system."
As John thought he was too young to decide upon a
profession, he d�termin�d to teach in th� South, like many
Northern graduates before the war between the states . In
R2^'^Harlan P. Beach, Princely Men in the Heavenly
Kingdom (Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye, lW3Tr*p. HI*
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teaching he succeeded admirably; moreover, that year in
Georgia was the turning point in his religious life. Before
leaving home his thoughts had been directed toward his
relation to God, and in the loneliness of a far-away land he
was led into the light.
Before the school year was half finished, John wrote
to his mother: The grand defect of my life, so far, is that
it has been without an object. I now see before ra� an object
inconceivably sublime in the possibility of becoming a co-
laborer with God."^*^ At the first of the year, wh^ he had
advanced in his religious experience, he again wrote his
mother:
At an unexpected moment God has seen fit to
baptize me anew with his Spirit; to give me
the spirit of adoption, and to shed abroad
his love in my heart, making me desire to
consecrate myself wholly and entirely to. Him,
to do or suffer all His righteous will."**-
Hevius entered Princeton Seminary in Dececiber, l85o,
where at once he began to apply himself energetically to his
studies. The resolutions which he formed and conscientiously
followed were th� resiilt of his f�lt need for "redeeming the
time." A faithful student, he was also active in the churches
to which he ministered as a supply, and he had an ear ever
open to God's call.
^3H�l�n Coan Havlus, Th� Life of John Livingston
Nevius (New York: Fleming HfTlevelX Cot?) any, 1593)* P. 56.
Q^Ibid. , p. 74.
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Princeton has always emphasized, th� work of miss ions,
and Nevius' letters and diary abounded in references to
miasionarios , missionary meetings, his own attitudes toward
missionary service, and the like, "The logic of facto finally
drove him to give his life to foreign missions. In March of
his senior year in seminary, he T�>ote in part to his fiancee:
I believe I have been driven to th� deter
mination to be a missionary by a solemn , . .
sense of c^ty ... I feel that few have been
so much blessed and are so much indebted to
God as I am ... I thinlc I have been able,
without any regard to plans and preferences
of my own, to say, 'Lord, where wilt Thou
have m� to go? '^5
Preceding persons, movements , thoughts , and cultures .
In the same year, Nevius was ordained a minister and accepted
by th� Presbyt�rian Board as a missionary to China. H� had
applied for work at Ningpo, and circumstances favored his
appointment to that place. He labored there from 1851|. till
1859* and later for a short tlm� at Hang-Chow. From 1859
till 1861 he sojourned in Japan, where he prepared a Com
pendium of Theology for Chines� students . Th� text was widely
tised, bearing muc�L of th� influence of his learned teacher,
Charles Hodge, of Princeton Theological SeMnary.
At meal-time the students of th� seminary formed th�m-
s�lv�s into groups to question one another in the Shorter
Catechism. In a letter home, Nevius i�eadily expressed himself
on the matter of indoctrination:
Q^Beach, 0�. Git., p. II3 .
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I was delighted to find that my knowledge
of It, acquired so many years ago, was not
effaced, and timt it only wanted a little
time to bring it back again. That catechism
is a rich mine of instruction, and that
child is blessed who has it beaten into him
when young, however dry and iiksome the task.
It is a perfect system of theology, and the
boy who knows it b.as_a fortinie more valuable
than worldly wealth.""
Another work, his Manual for Inquirers � was prepared
for his lay workers. It included a short Scripture catechism
with questions on the foregoing to aid in examining learners;
the questions were characteristically a carry-over from his
teaching days.
Sevius' work was co-extensive with the Tai Ping up
rising. Into the hands of Hung, the leader of this movement,
had come portions of Morrison's Chinese Bible and some
Christian tracts. The reading of these and an attack of
sickness caused Hung to believe that he had personal inter
views with God and Jesus. Thmrted in his personal efforts
to beccane a preacher, he organised his own following. Con
verts to the new teaching were exhorted by eloquent speakers
to honor and obey God, to be faithful to His vicegerent, the
new Emperor, and to fight bravely for the establishment of
the Heavenly Dynasty. Positions of honor and influence were
promised in the new state, as well as eternal blessedness in
heaven.
Q%evius, 0�. Cit., p. 76.
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Contemporary persons, movements , thoughts , and cultures ,
Upon his return from Japan, Hevius was assigned to Teng-chow
Pu in Shantung province, where he gained an intimate knowledge
of the Tai Pings . Though the city was not openly attacked,
the people so greatly feared for life that th� gates were
shut and barricaded. Thousands fled from, desolated villages
and were drawn up th� city mil by ropes. Some disfigured
victims �scaped to boar mut� testimony to the awful reign of
terror. Whilo two missionaries at Ghefoo lost their lives,
the M�vius�s �scap�d, greatly as they suffered from the
gamesome sights and soimds.
In 1877 and th� following year, th� sever� famine in
North China claimed as many as fifteen per cent of the popu
lation in many districts. As few other missionaries, Nevius
ministered funds mid grain in th� most needy areas. His
tirel�ss labors won public recognition from many of the bene
fited communities. One such honorary scroll presented him
was inscribed: " , . . It is because th� teacher is an in
vestigator of true doctrine and a propagator of the mysterious
truths of Christianity that h� is thus aecustomsd to regard
all under b�av�n as one family,"^'''
H�r�sy that it was, the Tai Plng rebellion aid�d
Christianity by th� large distribution of portions of
Scripture, and th� movement scattered the seed of truth to
STncvIus , 0�. Cit., p. 332.
many hungry souls. Relief work during the famine opened the
door of many a heart and furnished a most excellent oppor
tunity for preaching the Gospel.
Personal developmsnt and soul growth. Much of Nevius'
personal development was the result of diligence on his part.
During his student days, he formed two of his more important
resolutions: "To make it my object in my studies to become a
useful rather than a learned manj" and "To make the Bible my
chief study, and endeavor every day to l33iprove in the
knowledge of it." Moreover, he was not blind to what he
called his "many anomalies." Not highly introspective in the
least, he maintained a healthy balance between th� objective
and subjective in his daily life. Evidence of this fact is
a letter in which he exhorted his fiancee: "Let us live and
act with God and eternity in view, and draw our motive from
the world which is unseen and eternal. "^^
Though Nevius did not regard himself particularly
gifted in language study, he atoned for his lack by laborious
and persistent application. For ten y�ars h� did not read
on� English book �xccpt theological works and commentaries,
so determined was he to gain adequate mastery of th� language.
Of further help in his relations with th� nationals was the
fact that a nativ� h�lper was always in his employ to interpret
^%evius, 0�. Cit,, pp, 71-72.
^9 Ibid., pp. 99-100.
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hia to the people.
Of a practical turn, Hevius believed in good rxthodsj
"Let us bear in mind that th� best methods can not do away
with th� diffiailties in our work . . , but bad methods may
90
multiply and intensify thorn." Moreover, hia BBthods were
scriptural: "For unavoidable difficulties we are not
responsible; for those which arls� from dlsr�gard of th�
t�achings of Scripture and experienqe w� are."^'^
A ^^1�^ ac count of life � s work and labors . Hevius
fr�qu�ntly ref�rr�d to th� usual m�thod of mission work as
the "old system." Both the old system and the new seek
ultimately the establishment of lndepend�nt, self-reliant,
and aggressive native churches . The old system strives by
th� us� of foreign funds to foster and stimulate the growth
of the native churches in the first stage of tiieir develop
ment, and then gradually to discontinue fm use of such
funds. Thos� %feo adopt the new system think that the desired
objoct may be best attained by applying principles of inde
pendence and self-relianc� from th� very beginning.
The difference between these two theories may be mor�
clearly seen in their outward practical working. The old
us�s freely and as far as practical the more advanced and
9%arlan P. Beach, Princely Men in th� Heavenly
Kingdom. (Cincinnati: Jem&gs & Pye7~19tr3Tr'"p . 107.
91loc. cit.
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intelligent of the native church iTjsribera in th� capacity of
paid evangelists and th� like. But the new proceeds on th�
assiiiflption that the persons eirployed in these various capa
cities would be more useful in th� �nd by being left in their
original homes and employments.
It should be noted that th� one great object which th�
Nevius method had in contemplation was to avoid the evils so
commonly attendant upon th� use of foreign money. Nevius
asserted that the old system mad� it is^^ossible to judge
between the true and the false believers. Lhen only spiritual
and moral benefits can be anticipated by the believers, the
tests of faith to be applied are relatively simple. When
th� financial gain �l�ment is added, no on� can make dis
tinctions .92
Kis plan rejected in China, Nevius was invited to visit
th� n�w mission work in Korea, where h� advised strongly a
program of absolute self-support and self-propagation frora
the very beginning. That is. Christians, won to Clirist by
the preaching of the Gospel, spread the Word themselves.
Eventually groups of Christians are organised and these are
s�rv�d by th� best fitted members as spiritual leaders. Wh�n
the groups become strong enough, th�y call pastors at tlieir
own expense! and church buildings are erected within the means
of th� local body. In reality, the plan is that of the early
Allen Clark, Th� Korean Church and th� Hevius
Methods (Hew York: Fleming H."leV�rFSoiopany, iW) , p. 10.
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Christian Church.
Hevius urged also the establishment of Bible classes,
to the end that Christians be well instructed and filled with
missionary zeal to spread the truth among their neighbors.
The first Christians generally became the teachers of others,
themselves meeting in classes for Bible study. At his home
in Chefoo, Nevius himself instructed the more advanced workers .
Members of these classes understood that the Instruction thus
freely given constituted an obligation to impart it as freely
to others .
Toward the end of life, Nevius gave himself up to
literary work more fully than before . In Chinese his works
of most lasting benefit, Goiq)endium of Theology and Manual
for Inquirers , were intended for the instruction of native
workers. In English his China and the Chinese was well re
ceived as authoritative. Much research went into his unique
treatise. Demon Possession and Allied Themes . A most
interesting biography by his wife not only presented his life
in great detail, but also defended his "missionary method."93
On the morning of his death during morning devotions
with the Chinese Christians, Nevius left the words from the
last portion of the second chapter of First Thessalonians,
"For ye are our glory and joy." He had always labored hard
in his work, and it was most appropriate that the poor wheel
barrow man said to Mrs. Nevius in his effort to comforts
93J. Theodore Mueller, Great Missionaries to China
(Grand Rapids: zondervan Pub iTsEIng House, l^l^l) , p7" ll5 .
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You think too little of your husband's
happiness. Ovcp Saviour said, 'Come unto me,
ye weary and heavy-laden, and I will give
you rest.' Dr. Nevius had worked very, very
hard, harder than most men, and he was q,
weary, and now the Lord has given him rest
Contribution to his time and to posterity. As early
as 1902 and for some time thereafter, Nevius' Methods of
Mission Work was required reading for all first year mission
aries in Korea. In 192? Dr. W. M� Baird acknowledged the
Indebtedness of the work to Dr, Nevius: "I believe that if
missionaries faithfully and prayerfully . . . employ these
MteBthods, their work will be crowned with success, "*^^
Pepsistence in the Nevius method avoided the westerni
zation of Korean Christianity. The churches of the Korean
Christians were humble and unattractive to Westerners, but
they were the property of the natives in their own style of
architecture. Religious leaders were not taught to expound
from their pulpits the philosophical problems of Christian
theology, nor did they impress their congregations with Geneva
gowns or Prince Albert coats. Their siicple teaching and
plain appearance were acceptable and congenial to their rural
flocks. Furthermore, self-support not only aided the rapid
naturalization of Christianity, but also hastened self-
government. "Religious iisperialism" and "devolution" In
9%each, 0�. Cit., p. li|2 .
95(jeorge L. Paik, The History of Protestant Missions
in Korea (Seoul, Korea: Tlf.C.A. Preii", 1929), p.
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missionary control, wiaich have been a source of much friction
in China and India, have not been an acute problm in Korea,
However, the general feeling of the missionary body
was that the Hevius method did not accomplish all that it
promised; that while it might be a good plan during the initial
stages of a work, it did not make provision for the transition
frora lay leadership to nativ� pastor. In all fairness,
though, it must be admitted that Hevius did not live long
�nough to develop fully his plan in his om field of labor.
The broader application of his basic principles was
l�ft to thos� who impl�m�nted th� schcm� in the neighboring
coimtry of Korea. Just as Confucianism* th� most perfect of
th� non-Christian �thical systems, finds its fairest fruitage,
not in China, its home, but among th� educated classes of
Japan, so this systom has b��n most successful outside the
Middl� Kingdom.^*^
Lasting proof of the Nevius method has been the work
Itself. Korea is the only country in which the method was
fully put to th� test. And it has stood the test admirably.
Christianity spread and flourished as in no other hoathen
country. Th� Christian Chtur-ch in Korea has been afflicted
as p�3*iaps nowhere els� in tta� world sine� th� days of thB
apostlos. Again and again war and its terrible consequences
has troubled th� poor people, but these evils have not
96paik, 0�. Cit., p, 282.
97Beach, 0�. Cit., p, 133*
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hindered the growth of the Chin'ch. The Nevius method has
stood the testing to the glory of God and the salvation of
98
many souls .
Mueller, 0�, C it . , p. 118,
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CHAPTER VII
JONATHAN GOFORTH
Early life, call, and preparation* Of a family of
ten boys and one girl, Jonathan was reared on a farm near
London, Ontario. Th� times were hard for the family, and
one by one the boys hired out at odd jobs with neighboring
farmers . Jonathan was required to work on th� farm from
April until October i^il� in school. Behind in his studies
when returning to school in the autiamn, by spring h� could
compct� with the brightest of the other boys and girls .
For Jonathan there was a yleldedn�ss to Christ and to
his cause. Of his conversion, he said in later years: "My
conversion at eighteen was simple but so complete that �ver
onward I could say with Paul, �I am crucified with Christ. �"^^
A reading of a well-worn copy of the Memoirs of Robert Murray
M' Cheyne determined for the earnest young man a life in the
ministry.
A similar response was repeated when a retiring
missionary, George Leslie Mackay of Formosa, made an appeal
for some young man to carry on the work thei*� . From that hour
Goforth becam� a foreign missionary. Overwholmed with shame.
^^Rosalirid Gofot?th, Goforth of China (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1937) � P*
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he said of himself; "There was I, bought with the precious
blood of Jesus Christ, daring to dispose of my life as I
pleased,
As a student at Knox College, a copy of Hudson Taylor's
China ' s Spiri tual Need and Claims reached the hands of yotang
Goforth, His interest in missions would not be bridled until
he reached the field, and he did house-to-house calling in
the slums. For his enthusiasm, he was openly derided and
persecuted, both at the dining-tabl� and in the dormitory.
However, with the Student Volunteer Movement in 1886
there came a deepened interest in missions. It was said by
one person that "not since Pentecost had there been such an
offering of young lives ." "^ Knox College did not escape
this new surge of interest. Students decided to finance
Goforth' s work in China, since the Presbyterian Church iiad
not yet established a work there, Goforth withdi*ew his appli
cation from the China Inland Mission, departed Knox College
with good wishes and the slogan ringing in his ears: "China
for Christ, in this generation,"
Preceding persons , movements , thoughts, and cultures .
Compared with other persons, Goforth was unique in his con-
tagicais zeal for missions. He did not rely upon th� spoken
100Goforth, 0�, Cit,, p. 29.
^O^-ibid., p, 53.
^Q^Ibid., p. 3k.
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word alone, but often surrounded himself with charts des
cribing in pictorial form th� need of th� un�vang�liz;ed
heath�n. So int�re sting was his address that his chief
opponent to th� establishment of Presbyterian work in China
was compelled to listen in rapt attention. Thus it was that
lethargy in spirit toward work in China was dispelled.
At times, however, his rebuke x<ras expressed openly.
His classic example was th� feeding of the five thousand.
Ironically, h� portrayod th� Lord as feeding again and again
those ssated in the front, while those seated in th� "back
rows" were given nothing to �at. On� time, when, to his
amazement, he discovered that a society had contributed
annually only seventy-eight cents per member to missions, be
recommended: "�� must sing a penitential Psalia, the $lBt\^^^^
Centegg)orary porsons , movoments, thoughts, and cultures .
During the Boxer uprising in 1900, tia� Goforths and their
party had an exciting but very dangei^us exit from the country
of China; tiiey later referred to their escape as "A Thousand
Miles of Miracle." Again In North America, Goforth was fre
quently prevailed upon to relate the details of this iiarrowing
experience. However, the unconventional nature of the man
often caused him to take to task the coldness of heart of the
Ch-urch toward missions.
With the adtateratlon of the pur� Word of God, Goforth
was indignant, and h� fought Higher Criticism whenever th�
�'-O^Goforlii, 0�. Cit., p, 63.
occasion permitted* His earliest encounter with its evil
effects was the apostasy of his young evangelist, Hopinfu.
Of those preparing for missionary service, he said without
equivocation:
. . . muake plain to all that modernist liigher
critics are not eligible. Men who have a
story of salvation to tell and who are willing
to endure any hardship for the privilege of
telling J.t are the missionaries which China
needs .I04
But there were brighter aspects of much influence upon
CJoforth in the prosecution of his work among th� heathen.
Th� n�ws of the Welsh revival and th� writings of Charles G.
Finney did much to inflame his zealous spirit. Affecting
most immediataly his work was the revival in Korea, which h�
visited in 190?. As he carried back reports of what he had
seen and heard in Korea, th� Holy Spirit was poured out in
like manner and measure, first in Manchtxrla and later in
center after center in China.
Personal development and soul growth . "Beginning at
Jerusalem" was th� expression of th� Knox College student's
eagerness to accept the challenge of work abroad. This h�
did by personal visitation in the sluras of Toronto. He simply
would wodge his foot in th� door and plead to read a portion
of Scripture. Preaching in China, be could "ocarce keep the
tears back." Toward th� end of his .ministry, he testified:
^O^forth, 0�. Clt,^ p. 266.
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"I am sixty-five today . . . Oh, how I covet, more than a
miser does his gold, twenty more years of this soul-saving
workl�^�^
Por himself Goforth had little trouble in keeping first
things first. The following lines were an inspiration to him
ever since his student days;
Slacken not pace yet at inlet or island.
Straight for the haven steer.
Straight for the highlandllOo
At the time of his passing, a college friend corresponded
with Mrs. Goforth: "My first impression of him was that he
was a queer chap . . . but simple-minded and quite peculiar ."'^^
But he was a man with a singleness of heart I
Concerning material possessions, there was no sacrifice
too great. To his engaged, he reasoned the soundness of
buying and distributing propaganda in behalf of China's great
need�^how could she refuse? When the Goforths had given
their tithe within a six-month period, Jonathan decided that
they must repeat the giving for the next six months'. After
the burning of their personal goods, he comforted his grieving
Wife with the gentle remonstrance: "They are just things."
Like other great men of God, Goforth was an early riser
for study and prayer- His usual practice was to compare
^O^Goforth, 0�. Cit., p. 257.
�^Q^Ibid., p. 213.
lOTibid., p. 32.
^Q^Ibid., p. 76.
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English and Chines� translations in his study. "As a result
of this method, when I preach to the Chinese, the Scripture
comes readily to mind and the Holy Spirit is able through me
to compare spiritual things with spiritual," he assorted, �'�^'^
Not only was he convinced of the power of the Word, but he
loved the Word, having read the Bible seventy- three times
from cover to cover.
His was an optimistic faith. In later life as he was
facing the loss of his sight and the withdrawal of support
for his evangelists, Goforth was confident that God would
continue to use him. Palling eyesight was restored, and the
work took a marvelous turn. Not only did much of it become
self-supporting, but new doors were opened I
^ ^3?ief accoimt of life * s work and labors , Daring his
language study, Goforth determined to go to the difficult and
untouched province of Honan. Hudson Taylor's historic letter
reached him with the advice that he must "go forward on his
knees. ""^"^^ �ith Carey he believed that "The prospects are
bright as the promises of God,""*"^^ And how he did hold to
those promises I
Goforth was characterized by a system for his work.
Many were the red dots on the map of Honan province. He came
^0%oforth, 0�. Cit., p. 252,
^^Qlbid., p, 80.
^^^Ibid., p. 83.
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close to realizing the objective that "no Christian need
travel more than ten miles to reach a place of Christian
worship, ""'�^^
The record of Goforth' s success in the use of the Word
stands as testimony to those who might start �Isetfitoere than
with the Scripture, maintaining that lack of knowledge would
preclude its use in a new field. A good starting place, good
as any, was the fact that the Chinese had a great reverence
for ancient records. Of this vantage point, he availed him
self fully.
The training of converts as workers was a continuous
effort. Truly, Goforth taught his converts to become
disciples. He believed with D, L, Moody that "It is better
to get ten men to work than to do the work of ten men," An
early convert and worker was his language teacher, Mr, Wang,
a proud follower of Confucius .'^"'��^ Another was an opium addict
who became an evangelist ."^^^ His devoted co-worker, Mr, Su,
ll5
was a converted drunkard I
Goforth' s only objective was to win men to Christ. In
the discussion of his method of attack in a new work, he
l^Goforth, 0�, Cit,, p, 22i|.,
113Jonathan and Rosalind Goforth, Mlra.cle Lives of
China (London: Marshall, Morgan h Scott, I�td,, n,d.),
ppT~21^��32 ,
l%bid,, pp. 33-li2,
^^^Ibld,, pp, 180-89.
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stated simply: "We plan for no big schools, no big hospitals,
until the converted Chinese build and equip them, but we do
plan to evangelize intensively. In brief, he referred to his
116
plan as "aggressive evangelism."
The Welsh revival thrilled this man in far-off China.
A phrase that captured his interest waa the "appointed
means.
"'^�^'^ Finney�s statement struck fires "The spiritual
laws governing a spiritual harvest are as real and tangible
as the laws governing the natural harvest." Goforth
became convinced that Pentecost was the norm of spirituality,
particularly after his deep study In the Scriptures on th�
Holy Spirit.
He came to learn personally th� import of G, Campbell
Morgan's rule, "Obedience is the one qualification for further
vision," when he was led to patch up a resentment with a
brother missionary. Then it was that th� Lord began to bless
his work in a new way.^"'*^ Goforth cam� to state that all
hindrance in the Church is du� to sin. Many times h� told
th� Chines� Christians that their sin "had crucified the Son
of God afresh, "�'�^^ Public sins, he maintained, could only
^^osalind Goforth, Goforth of China, (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Piiblishing House, 1937) > PP. 279-50.
^�'�^Jonathan Goforth, B^; M^ Spirit (Hew York: Harper &
Brothers, n.d,), p, 179.
cit.
119Roaalind Goforth, Goforth of China (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, "1937) , p7~179.
120Jonathan Goforth, B^ M^ Spirit (New York: Harper &
Brothers, n.d.), p, 16,
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b� swept away by public confession. Hence, th�p� was in
Ma revival efforts much of public confession, which was also
true of th� revival in Korea,
With revival in th� Church, people outside th� Church
were soon reached for Christ. "Bios� tjho cam� out of curiosity
were often brought under conviction, "it seemed that th�
other Jesus was too old or had lost His power to keep ^the
Chinese Christians^/ in order. But this ?new Jesus,' . � �
was doing wonderful things. "-^^^
Contribution to his time md to posterity . Years back
in Honan province, Goforth had contemplated th� results of
"just giving God a chance," A month before his death he did
a bit of mental calculation. He concluded that he had demon�-
streted beyond any question of a doubt i^t just giving the
Gospel a chance would result in.
If all the missionaries in China in 193^#
our last year in Manchuria* had had an equal
mojj^er of c�>nverts per head, as our six
missionaries, namely, one handled sixty-
one per missionary, or a total of nine
hundi-ed and sixty-six, the total converts
in China wo\ild have isuiab�red well-nigii a
million souls, whereas the actual baptiaiis
for that year in China numbered only thirty-
eight thousand, seven hundred and twenty-
four,1^3
'*^'**Jonathan Goforl^, M^r 3pirit (Hew York: !Iarper
& Brotters, n.d.), p, 19.
^^Ibid., p. 6$,
123Ro8alind Goforth, Goforth of China (Grand Rapids s
Zondorvsn Publishing House, l93t>, p. 3W*
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At th� tim� of Goforth' s farewoll service In Taonan,
Manchuria, on� of th� Chln�s� brethren remarked: "Elijah Is
leaving us, we must be Ellshas and carry on his work/'^^^il
Goforth* s lasting contribution was th� establishment of indl
genous work, and to a large degree the work was self-
propagating. Without a doubt, much of his success was th�
result of the supreme conviction that Pentecost marked th�
norm of spiritual life for all time.
12^iosalind Goforth, Goforth of China (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1937), p. 3W'
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CHAPTER VIII
JAMES GILMOHR
Early life, call, and preparation* Born at Cathkin,
James Gilmoxir spent his boyhood years in a small village.
The family of six boys with their parents attended regularly
the Sunday services of the Congregational Church in Glasgow,
though there were several places of worship within two miles
walking distance from their home. Nor were the children
neglected in their upbringing within the family circle. The
mother frequently read stories to the boys, or told them of
her hopes for their future. Morning and evening the father
presided at family devotions, which included both Old and New
Testament selections. Interesting passages were read on
Sunday evenings wltia comments from Scott and Matthew Henry's,
Family prayers were said to be of the "long and helpful
type. "^25
At school Janes made his mark, but he was dreadfully
jealous of anyone who was a good scholar like himself. If
he were outdone In the classroom, he found it most disagree
able to fellowship with his superior on the playground.
Outside of school he was anything but a plodding student.
l^^Harlan P. Beach, Princely Men in the Heavenly
Kinjgdom (Cincinnati: Jennin^ & Pye, 19^), p, Bo,
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Often he whlled away his leisure by poking and joking the
wca�kers in his father's mill, devising plans for mechanically
increasing his power of stroke in swimming, and tramping
alone among the mountains and glens to secure geological
specimens .
Since his son gave promise in the realm of a learning,
the father provided for education at the University of Glasgow
from his rather adequate income. Gilmour's conversion was a
gradual one, though in the process he had sometimes been in
deep despair. However, before the close of his first year
at the University, he testified; "After I became satisfied
that I had found the way of life, I decided to tell others
of that way.
"^26
Because the ministry was the vocation looking most
directly to the end of telling others, it was chosen as a
life's work. Gonceming misslonaiy service Gilraour reasoned,
as did Morrison, that he "should seek to work where the work
was most afcRindant and the workers fewest."^^'' Upon thinking
of the Lord's "Go ye . . .," he considered his going forth
the matter of obedience to a plain command. Finally, he con
cluded; "I woiild prefer to say that I hav� failed to discover
any reason why I should stay at home."
126ijarlan P. Beach, Modern Apostles of Missionary
Byways (Hew Yoik: The Caxton Press, lt}99i, pp. 4^*49.
127ibid., p. 50.
128Harlan P. Beach, Princely Men in th� Heavenly
Kingdom (Cincinnati: Jennings & pye, 1933) , p. 63.
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upon completing his work at the University of Glasgow,
Gilmoui' entered Chestnut College near London, Some of his
strongest impulses date from tliis time, as he came under the
influence of James* Earnest Ministry, Baxter's Reformed Pastor,
and some of Bunyan's writings. Even mor� helpful was th�
victory which he gained over his lust for primacy. Having
won th� Sopor prize, his was th� opportunifc;^- to try for
advanced recognition. Greatly tempted, at last he resolved
to leave mor� tim� free for th� reading of th� Bible,
Boca lis� of tils reputation among the other steidents,
Gilmour's decision for service abroad caused no little stir,
Mr, Paterson remarked of the situation:
� . , there was not a little surprise
expressed, especially among rival fellow-
siaidents, men who had competed with him
to their cost. The moral effect of such
a distinguisiied scholar giving hia life
for Christ among the heathen was very great
indeed, 1^7
In Edinburgh In 1869, Gilmour had a series of inter
views with Mrs, Swan, a survivor of the first Protestant
mission to the Mongols. He then offered himself to the
London Missionary Society to reopen the work in Mongolia.
His credentials were so good that he was accepted as a candi
date at once J and he was the only candidate to offer his
aervic� for this most disco\iraging field. At Higrigat�, under
the auspices of the society, his preparation embraced also
�^2%ai'lan P � Beacn, Modem Apostlea of Misalomry
Byways (Hew Yorks The Caxton Press, ltt99) , p. ii>0.
7^
the more practical aspect ot holding street meetings near the
railway station.
Pre ceding persons, movements , thoughts, and cultures .
The Mongols to whom Gilmour gave his life were th� descendants
of those warriors who under Genghis and Kublal, the two
greatest Kahns, swept westward and southward to claim a
kingdom the like of which had never before been governed by
any on� monarch In Asia. Much of th� history of th� Mongols
is littl� known��ven the name "Mongol" is disputed. It is
thought that the nam� m�ans as much as "brav� peopl�."-^^^
To be sure, they have proved thems�lv�s to be brav� and
�ndurlng. The very coimtry in which they liv� is cold and
uninviting. To live in their environment means either to
perish or to siarvive starvation, cold, war, epidemics, and a
host of other perils and afflictions.
Long established. Buddhism had a firm grip upon its
victims in Mongolia. As in few other sections of th� East,
it is h�r� that th� syst�m has b��n most readily adapted to
th� n��ds of th� p�opl�. Pr�quently, Gilmour was confront�d
with the arguments contending the favor of th� religion� its
cart-loads of scriptures, its innumerable miracles, its great
crowds of reincarnated living Buddhas. If Buddhism was false,
how then could the religion have lived so long, spread so
far, flourished so greatly? Moreover, how can millions live
130J. Theodore Mueller, Great Missionaries to China
(Grand Rapids s Zondervan Publishing House, IVit-?), p. 130.
in it enthusiastically and die in it happily? Can falsehood
be so prosperous? Can falsehood be so powerful?^^!
In this difficult and foreboding field, the London
Missionary Society had had a brief record in the persons of
Stallybrass and Swan. They had left, besides the graves of
some of their niomber, a Mongol translation of the Bible, and
twenty living epistles who proved worthy of their confession.
ConteiE^orary persons, moveBients , thoughts , and cultures .
At the age of twenty-seven on May 18, I870, Gilmour passed
through the portals of the Chinese capital of Peking. He
arrived at a critical time when men's hearts were failing
them with fear. Anti-foreign feeling was running high, and
Occidentals were in great jeopardy of life. It was just
before the sanguinary massacre of foreigners at Tientsin,
eighty-three miles away. While others were agitating for
action to be taken in the matter, Gilmour sought the solitary
place in prayer. "My creed leads me to think that prayer is
efficacious" was his simple faith.
On every hand Gilmour was faced with the evils of
Lamaism, the Mongolian form of Buddhism. �ie lamas or priests
constituted more than one half of the male population, and
their red coats and shaven pates were seen everywhere. Though
131James Gilmour, Among the Mongols (Hew York: The
American Tract Society, n.d, }7 p. 199.
�'�32Harlan P. Beach, Modem Apostles of Missionary
Byways (Hew York: Th� Caxton Press, pp. $2-53.
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prevented by their vows from foriaal marriage, they evei'ywhere
found victims for their lust. Gilmour was led to make the
indictment: "... the great sinners in Mongolia are the
lamas J the great centers of wickedness are the tonples ."�'-33
The lamas sinned not only against themselves but also in
their example before the people. The people looked upon the
lamas as sacred, and, of course, felt that they might do wtiat
the lamias did.
Nevertheless, the Mongols, like th� Japanese and
Hindus, w�r� ext�rnally d�vot�d to their religion as almost
no other peoples. Pilgrimages to religious shrinos were
common, and dally th� lif� for the Mongol was fragrant with
food off�rings, prayar, and chai^Jis, Besides this suprem�
characteristic of religiosity, the laymen were invariably
illiterate, addicted to cattle-stealing and strong drink,
lacking in foresight, and aboiniding in laziness and dirt.
Personal development and soul g|Wth. Throughout his
college career Gilmour was a hard-working stud�nt. His
patience, perseverance, and powers of application were
marvelous; and yet, he was able to thrcm off the cares of
work at a moment's notice. Important, too, was his time in
prayer and Bibl� study, wh�n in the nearness of his Lord h�
�xp�rienced a "melting sweetness." Renewed strength of
3-33Karlan P, Beach, Modern Apostles of Missionary
Byways (N�w York: Th� Caxtoii
'
X'fess , 189'9T,~p*' SS.
�
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purpose flowed from the promise, "Lo, I am with you alway,"
to bless his fainting heart ��^3^1-
One of Gilmour's uppermost thoughts was the unspeak
able value of time, and this intensified with tye years.
Time he measured in the white glare of eternity, the better
to pron5>t to Christian duty of witnessing: "Eternity is
reality . . , and time shall soon be finished; and from our
stand in eternity we shall look back on what we did in time,
and what shall we think of it? "-^35
In his prayer life Gilmour differed from many others,
setting them a worthy example. In addition to entire days
devoted to prayer and fasting, he prayed thrice daily. He
took everything to God, and asked His advice about everything
As there was no such thing as privacy in the Mongol tent, he
prized greatly his times apart in Peking, especially with
Christian comrades as John Kenneth Hackensie.
A ^^1^^ account of life ' s work and labors . After
achieving but little success in the language with a Russian
teacher, Gilmour was taunted by a Scotch merchant. Unable
to endure this, he sought residence with a laxm in a Mongol
tent. The situation proved to be ideal, since the lama had
no fierce dogs, was rich enough to keep a good fir� burning.
13%arlan P, Beach, Modem Apostles of Missionary
Byways (Hew York: Th� Caxton ^r�ss, im),~p,"Bl.
13%ichard Lovett, James Gilmour of Moneolia (Ixindon:
Th� R�ligio\is Tract Society, n.d:) p. ^OT"
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and was well supplied with tea. Th� tee was a great attraction
in the desert, and the tent was seldom without conversation.
Conversation carried on by Mongols just as if no one had been
listening was exactly what the missionary needed. In order
to win some of them for Christ, Gilraour adopted their dress,
lived in their tents, ate their food, nauseating though it
was, and as fai' as possible made himself one with them.
The nomad Mongols, to whom Gilmour gave most of his
missionary life, were widely scattered over the rolllnr;
plateau, herdsmen living in clusters of tents. When received
into a tent and partaking of tea and conversation, th�
missionary presented a series of pictures designed to intro
duce the main doctrines of Christianity. These were follo^ved
with illustrated tracts . Thus, with the eye and the oar even
the illiterate were offered an understanding of basic truth.
Partly because he could no longer bear the eztrerae
hardships of travel in this land of nine months of winter,
he took up work with the agricultural Mor>gols in eastern
McKigolia, These people differed but little from their neighbors
in North China, living in villages . It was to these peopl�
that Gilmour exercised to a greater �xtent his ministry in
the field of medicine, and yet he ws.s mindful of his suprme
objective to convey the knowledge of the Gospel. The sides
of his tent, set up as the booths of the merchants, bore th�
words, "The Gospel Hall of th� Religion of Jesus," "God th�
Heavenly Father, " and "Jesus th� Saviour."-^^^ Every dos� of
13t>James Gilmour, Among the Mongols (New York: Th�
American Tract Society, n,d,)7 ~2'^U7^�
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medicine was wrapped in a Gospel tract, but his main endeavor
was to combine preaching and conversation with dispensing.
On furlough Gilmour did not allow himself to be idle.
Much of his time was spent in writing his fascinating book.
Among the Mongols. In this fine book he recoimted much of
his work among those pagan people . Graphically he described
their customs, their superstitions, their hopelessness, their
privations, and with abotindlng joy he also related how some
listened to the Gospel. The chief delight of his two visits
home was the opportunity to quicken his spiritual life
through contact with earnest Christians.
In 1888 GilBK>ur recorded his consuming passion: "The
great thought of my mind in these days�and the great object
of my life� is to be like Christ. As he was in the world,
so we are to be. He was in the world to manifest God; we are
in the world to manifest Christ. -^37 i^ss than a ysar before
his death, when ill health overtook his sturdy body, he wrote:
There remains a rest. SomeiAiere ahead. Hot
very far at the longest. Perfect, quiet,
full, without solitude, isolation, or in
ability to accomplish; when the days of our
youth will be more than restored to us;
where, shotild mysteries remain, there will
be no torment in them. And the reunions
there IW
137Harlan P. Beach, Princely Men in the Heavenly
Kingdom (Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye7^9^ � p. 7t.
138Harlan P. Beach, Modern Apostles of Missionary
Byways. (Hew York: The Caxton Press, lii99 ) , p. 69.
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On a number of occasions Gilmour's hopes had been
raised by the tidings of re -enforcements . When the two
physicians promised to his field of work were appointed to
some other place, he determined that he must be present at
the annual meeting of his mission in Tientsin in 1891.
Shortly afteiward he was quickly taken with the typhus. In
his deliriiim he was again on the Mongolian plain, living out
his former lifei or else he was addressing most earnestly
his fellow-workers, urging them to a life of constant waiting
on God, that their labors might become more fruitful.
Only one convert did Gilmour have among the nomad
tribes. The story of his tortuous twenty-three mile trek to
the tent of a lama that he might have conversation and prayer
with the young man is one of the classics of missionary
literature. In his work with the Mcaigols who wintered in
Peking, he saw occasional conversions and the nuclei of three
native churches started, ^e very fact that they would hear
him at all he accorded to his ministry of healing. ^37
Contribution to his time and to pos terlty. Gilmour's
friend and biographer, Richard Lovett, writes:
Love, self-crucifixion, Jesus Christ followed
in adversity, in loneliness. In manifold
perils, under almost every form of trial and
hindrance and resistance, both active and
passive� these are the seeds James Gllmoin*
has sown so richly on the hard Morigolian plain
. . .-/In due time we shall reap, if we faintnot.'3-ii-O
139Giiiaour, g�. Cit., p. 190.
3-^OLovett, 0�. Cit., p, 309.
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la nuaibers of converts, Gllmoiir did not accomplish
very much. But his willingness to serve th� heathen, his
readiness to bear affliction in the service of Christ, his
entire consecration to th� Saviour's caus�� in these things
he was an �xample to all others who would follow in his train.
This soldier of the cross attested to th� fact that Jesus
Christ can and does give His servants the victory over
apparent non-success.-^^
l^Lovett, 0�. Cit,, p. 310
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CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Early In his Christian lif� William Car�y was merci
fully liberat�d from th� tyranny of th� rigid doctrines of
Calvinism. He th�rBby s�cur�d a more scriptural theology,
whidi demanded the proclamation of th� evangel to �very
p�rson of God's creation. After some tlm� his conviction
was w�d with a z�al which knew no bounds. Earnestly he con
fronted fellow ministers with the missionary challenge, and
enlisted them one by one to th� support of th� missionary
cause, VJith the sam� Scripture that moved an indifferent
Church to accept its wider responsibilities, he also esta
blished a work on sound principles, H� demonstrated in a
practical manner th� power of the Word of God,
Adoniram Judson like William Carey b�ll�v�d that th�
Bibl� translatsd into ti^ vernacular of the peopl� was founda
tional to missicaiary effort. Though confronted with the
danger of blindness, he labored unremittingly to master the
Burman languag� without th� help of instruction from another
parson. After much strenuous effort and imprisojiment itself,
he coBipleted his translation, and humbly implored that th�
Father of mercies would but use th� Word to the prals� of His
glory. This th� Lord was pl�as�d to do among many of the
Karons and Burmese,
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Early in Robert Morrison's preparation for service
abroad, tb� study of the Chinese language engaged his con
centrated efforts. Only by the exercise of a resolute will
vjas he able to apply himself to constant study on the field.
Though disappointed with his smell number of converts, yet
he was confident that C-od would bless His Word to the salva
tion of the many unreached Chinese people. Indeed, all
subsequent work in China was dependent upon the labors of
Robert Morrison,
Without a deeply ingrained belief in the power of
prayer and the Word of God, Hudson Taylor would have failed
to present his needs and the demands of the work to the throne
of grace. Answer to prayer supplied all needs for funds and
personnel. By his example other missions commenced to depend
less upon the arm of flesh. Also, his methods of pioneer work
among the unreached multitudes were widely adopted,
John Heviiis believed that missionary methods should be
scriptural, and early In his work he sought to avoid the
evils so coEiaonly attendant upon the use of foreign money.
Groups of believers advanced only as they could support their
own pastors, erect their own houses of worship. The phe
nomenal growth and strength of th� early Christian Church was
th� r�sult of th� application of th� indigenous principle,
I^id aside, the method of the apostles awaited man such as
John Nevius ,
Jonathan Goforth was a disciplined and systematic
worker in the harvest field for souls. In his work be was
always eager for 3?es;ilts. However, as never before his
horizons were lifted through the writings of Charles G,
Finney, and he entered upon a deep study of the 3criptin*�8
on the Person and work of the Holy Spirit. He became pro
foundly convinced that Pentecost itself marked the norm of
spiritual vitality. His visit to Korea during the revival-
Istic movement confiriT^d this truth anew to his heart. He
returned to his own field of labor there to preach that
"judgment must begin at the house of the Lord," As few
others on the mission fields, Jonathan Goforth has validated
the necessity for a scriptural emphasis upon the Holy Spirit,
James Gilmour will live in th� history of missions
as few others. His practical view of the Lord's work con-
fi�onts his successors with an unusual challenge to evangelize
the world to the uttermost parts , He chose to become a
minister as the most promising vocation to tell others of
Jesus Christ, As did Morrison before him, h� reasoned that
he should seek to work i^ere the labor was most abundant and
the laborers smallest in number. His willingness to s�rv�,
his readlnass to boar affliction, his devotion to dity have
been surpassed by few othor persons.
If history, which stresses th� law of cause and eff�ct,
has still its lessons of wisdom to iB?)art, then these
missionary personalities have a message to convey to their
pos terlty.
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